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I. Introduction
DNA sequences have a dual character in that they are both chemical compositions as well as carriers of information.1 As a

chemical compound made up of strings of units called nucleotides, DNA, or deoxyribonucleic acid, ultimately *50
“control[s] the structure and metabolism of living things.”2 As an informational molecule, DNA contains “the detailed
instructions for assembling proteins [] in the form of a four-character digital code.”3 In the U.S., while product patent claims
on a DNA sequence have focused facially on its chemical composition,4 it is unclear to what extent such claims may
comprise the large quantities of information that a single nucleotide sequence may contain.5
Currently, the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) and the federal courts analyze DNA patent claims using the basic
principles of molecular biology and genetics.6 Under U.S. law, a DNA product patent could cover the DNA sequence *51 as
an isolated and purified chromosomal gene7 or as a transcribed gene in the form of complementary DNA (cDNA), which is
made by reverse transcribing a messenger RNA (mRNA) transcript.8 Most DNA patents must “(1) identify novel genetic
sequence, (2) specify the sequence’s product, (3) specify how the product functions in nature--i.e.[,] its use, [and] (4) enable
one skilled in the field to use the sequence for its stated purpose.”9 Even a short DNA fragment of a gene might be patentable
by satisfying these requirements.10 In In re Fisher, the seminal case on gene fragment patenting, the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Federal Circuit (Federal Circuit) suggested that an expressed sequence tag (EST), which is generated by sequencing a
small number of nucleotides of a cDNA molecule, usually at either end, may be patentable if the patentee identifies “the
function for the underlying protein-encoding gene[].”11 The inventor need only disclose “one utility, that is, teach others how
to use the invention in at least one way.”12 More simply, to get a broad product-claim patent on a particular EST, the patentee
is not required to “disclose all possible uses,”13 but merely a “‘specific and substantial’ use,” that is, identify the underlying
gene and a resultant protein.14
*52 However, a broader view of the underlying science behind the gene should dictate a more limited exclusionary right
grant in an EST patent than is now seemingly possible in the United States. Currently, the U.S. patent system does not
account fully for the following two scientific facts: that a single gene can code for more than one type of protein and that the
sequence of a DNA fragment can match more than one type of gene. Consequently, a broad patent claim on an EST may
enable one to assert exclusionary rights over DNA sequences covering many different proteins and fragments thereof or to
assert rights over several different genes. To bring U.S. patent law in line with these two facts, the PTO and the federal courts
should require patentees to delineate in their patent claims the particular use or uses of the claimed ESTs that are described in
their corresponding specifications.15 Such a requirement need not be implemented through the legislative process as the basis
of such a requirement may be developed by the PTO and the judiciary using the current statutory framework.
The PTO and the Federal Circuit missed an opportunity to tighten the drafting of claims for EST inventions in In re Fisher.16
This case dealt with the patentability of five purified fragments of DNA described as ESTs that “encode proteins and protein
fragments in maize plants.”17 The Federal Circuit held that such fragments as disclosed in the patent application were not
patentable as the application failed to disclose a specific and substantial utility for the DNA sequences.18 The court held that
the two stated uses for the DNA sequences in the patent application--as research tools to identify polymorphisms or to isolate
promoters--were mere hypothetical possibilities.19 Moreover, the court summarily held that the patent application failed to
satisfy the enablement requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112 for a circular reason--because it failed to satisfy the utility requirement
of § 101.20 The court stated that the utility requirement demands a patent applicant to research and understand a claimed EST
to the point where the *53 patentee identifies “the function for the underlying protein-encoding gene[]” with which the EST
would match up.21
In a future case, the PTO and the Federal Circuit should go farther in delineating patent law’s requirements for an EST
patent. In addition to grounding the unpatentability of DNA fragments like those in the In re Fisher case on §§ 101 and
101/112 for lack of utility and enablement, respectively, the PTO and the Federal Circuit should invoke the § 112
enablement-commensurate-in-scope-with-the-claims requirement in such a context. The patent system should acknowledge
that the type of DNA sequences claimed in the In re Fisher case are informational molecules with several potential matches to
different genes or to a single gene that encodes multiple different proteins. In doing so, the patent system should state that the
major reason why Fisher-type product claims to gene fragments are invalid is that the scope of the broad claims in an
application does not bear a reasonable correlation to the scope of enablement provided by the specification. To legally claim
the ESTs described in In re Fisher, a patentee should be limited to claiming only a specific known use or uses--that is, the
DNA sequence coupled to its corresponding known protein or proteins--that are specifically described and enabled in the
specification. In other words, the only type of claim to a novel EST that can be enabled with proper disclosure in the
specification on how to use the EST with no “undue experimentation” necessary would be a use-type patent claim.22
Thus, Part II of this article explores in depth the science behind ESTs. Part III discusses the different ways DNA sequences
can appear in patent claims. Part IV discusses the current legal framework for patenting ESTs developed by Congress, the

PTO, and the federal courts. Part V proposes an additional way of restricting the patentability of ESTs in light of the science
and the positive law of patents in the U.S.
II. Science Behind ESTs
Genomic DNA acts as a blueprint for making proteins in a cell.23 In higher organisms, it exists in the nucleus of a cell as
several long, tightly wound-up, double-helical strands called chromosomes.24 Chromosomes contain many genes, *54
regulatory elements, and intervening sequences.25 To express a gene on a chromosome encoding a protein, a portion of the
chromosome unwinds and the DNA molecule unzips to temporarily form two separate complementary single strands--the
coding strand and the antisense strand.26 The latter serves as a template for making a precursor to mRNA.27 The precursor
mRNA molecule, like its nearly identical DNA coding-strand counterpart, contains both introns, the noncoding intervening
sequences of the DNA molecule, and exons, which generally contain the protein-encoding regions.28 The precursor mRNA
molecule then undergoes a process of removing the intronic regions and splicing together the exonic regions to form
mRNA.29 The mRNA transcript then exits the nucleus and enters the cytoplasm of the cell, where a set of ribosomal proteins
translate the sequence of nucleotides that make up the mRNA molecule into a sequence of amino acids.30 In general, a
sequential grouping of three nucleotides on the mRNA molecule (a codon) codes for an amino acid, the building block of a
protein.31
Determining the location of a gene on the genome can be accomplished by examining transcripts.32 However, as an mRNA
transcript is too unstable a molecule to sequence, scientists may make a more stable DNA copy of the mRNA molecule,
called complementary DNA (cDNA), and compare the cDNA sequence to the genomic sequence of the organism being
studied.33 From this comparison, scientists may be able to identify the introns that have been spliced out of a sequenced gene
and then deduce the amino acid order for the resulting protein.34
There are at least two ways to use cDNA to determine the structure of an underlying gene. The classical way is accomplished
by high coverage sequencing *55 of a complete cDNA clone and aligning one or more full-length cDNAs to the genomic
DNA.35 This method is typically used for targeted individual genes.36 An intermediary method is to perform one-shot
sequencing of a library of cDNA clones compiled from a specific tissue type.37 One-shot sequencing of a cDNA library
usually produces short 100- to 800-base-pair gene fragments known as expressed sequence tags (ESTs).38 ESTs, which are
typically sequences obtained from copying the 5’ or 3’ end of one of the two cDNA strands in its duplex form, “provide
information that enable the identification of (partial) exons, either coding or non-coding.”39 As they are able to bind to
complementary DNA sequences, ESTs are useful tools in mapping and discovering genes.40 Introducing a single-stranded
EST into a DNA sample taken from the nucleus of a cell may result in a hybridization of the EST to a portion of the DNA
being studied, revealing that “the gene corresponding to the EST was being expressed at the time of mRNA extraction.”41
In practice, the use of ESTs to identify genes in genomic sequences “is non-trivial for a number of reasons.”42 ESTs are
typically deposited in databases,43 which are not comprehensive.44 EST databases contain many sequencing errors due to the
one-shot sequencing methodology,45 and they typically are compiled from “a large variety of origins that represent a range of
subspecies, tissue types, and conditions, thus leading to a heterogeneous sequence view confounded by *56 polymorphisms
and paralogous genes.”46 In spite of this, computer-driven clustering and assembly of multiple combinations of the thousands
of ESTs in a database have facilitated the gene identification and analysis process.47 For example, computer studies using the
large human EST databases have revealed that possibly 38% of mRNAs contain alternative splice forms of the originating
genes, with 70% of the forms corresponding to exon-deletion events and 30% to exon-insertion events.48
The “variety of ESTs provides an ideal resource to examine a number of biological questions concerning gene expression and
structure” in a species.49 Not only can an EST align to a single gene on genomic DNA that may code for more than one
protein through alternative splicing of a precursor mRNA transcript,50 but the EST also may hybridize to genes on different
chromosomes in a single species (paralogous genes).51 Moreover, many proteins are composed of discrete domains that are
“evolutionarily mobile, which means that they have spread during evolution and now occur in otherwise unrelated proteins”
even within the same species.52 Hence, an EST may not only match up to one or a combination of exons on a single gene but
also to one or a combination of exons on otherwise different, nonhomologous genes in the same species.53
The informational value of EST databases can also be revealed across a number of different species. Because ESTs are
derived from transcribed regions of a particular genome, ESTs are likely to be conserved across a broad range of different
species.54 As EST databases for most species, including plants, are not *57 comprehensive enough to be very useful for gene

identification, computer programs have been developed to combine EST databases from distinct species that share a common
gene space to predict gene structures.55 Such models are designed to “tolerate a high percentage of mismatches and
insertion[s] or deletions in the EST relative to the genomic template.”56
Finally, the ESTs derived from one species may match up with newly created genes not found in nature. Scientists have
exploited the natural process of exon shuffling, which is the “evolutionary mechanism of recombining exons from unrelated
genes,” in vitro to create new proteins not known to be found in any living species.57 Exon-shuffling libraries have been
created by recombining a domain-encoding exon (or combination of exons) from one gene with an exon or exons from a
different gene.58 The diversity of such libraries has been increased by further altering the newly created genes through
“insertion[s], deletion[s], or changes in the order of the domain-encoding exons.”59
In sum, there are several ways that an EST, alone or in combination with other ESTs,60 may be used: 1) it may match up to a
single gene with several different protein products; 2) it may match up to several different genes with either similar products
(e.g., paralogous genes) or completely different protein products. Moreover, an EST can be used to find genes in the species
from which the EST was derived as well as genes found in different species. Furthermore, an EST may match up with a
man-made gene unknown to the natural world. Indeed, fully realizing the informational value of an EST, especially in
combination with other ESTs in a database, may be impossible at this time.
*58 III. How a DNA Sequence Can Be Patented
There are several different ways to assert rights over DNA sequences. One can patent a discrete segment of DNA molecules
that contains all the information necessary for producing a specific protein--in other words, a single gene.61 Moreover, a
single gene, “with, for example, 15 exons could well have a separate patent claim on each of several of these exons, which
would have been discovered as expressed gene fragments.”62 There could also be “another claim on the complete expressed
sequence discovered by screening a library of expressed gene clones, a separate claim on a promoter sequence and perhaps
another on a distant locus control region found to influence the expression of the gene.”63 Furthermore, there could be a patent
claim on a fragment of DNA, such as an EST that correlates to a partial exon,64 or even on the information linking a single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)65 to a particular gene.66
In addition to the various ways a segment of DNA can be apportioned into a patent claim, there are three different ways of
claiming the various parameters of a particular DNA sequence. The broadest way to assert property rights over a DNA
sequence is through a product patent claim, which is a claim over the chemical composition (i.e., composition of matter) as
well as all uses of that composition.67 A process patent claim covers the method of making a DNA sequence as well as the
sequence that is the product of that method.68 The more narrow type of patent claim is a use patent claim, which in the DNA
context would provide the patentee only with the right to exclude others from using a DNA sequence for a specific purpose.69
In practice, however, even a use patent claim, which does not include all rights to the DNA sequence itself, may be quite
broad if, for example, a use-patent claim for the gene that indicates susceptibility to breast cancer, BRAC1, were to include
all diagnostic tests for breast cancer involving the use of the sequence for BRAC1.70
*59 Because one can patent different segments of a gene, and one can patent a particular segment with different types of
patent claims, it is “apparent that different patents that relate to the same gene often contain claims which overlap.”71 Patents
on gene fragments such as ESTs “may extend to subsequent patent applications involving full-length DNA sequences in
which the biological function is known.”72 In other words, a patent grant that comprises an EST as a composition of matter
and all uses of that composition possibly “would be infringed by a patent application that claimed the full-length gene that
included the EST,”73 arguably even if the EST was derived from a different gene from a different species.74 Having different
entities own patents on individual DNA fragments of a single gene “could lead to the situation where a pharmaceutical
company seeking to use a protein [for therapeutic purposes] would infringe any patents held by others that had identified
ESTs present in the DNA sequence.”75 On the other hand, if a patentee had a use patent claim over a particular gene fragment,
then his right to exclude others from using the particular DNA sequence would extend only to the corresponding protein that
is described in the specification and named in the patent claim.76
IV. Current Patent Framework for ESTs
The issue of patenting gene fragments such as ESTs came to the forefront in 1991 when the National Institutes of Health

(NIH) filed several patent applications claiming various EST sequences.77 Even though the NIH ultimately withdrew these
applications,78 private individuals and companies have still attempted to lay *60 claim to such sequences.79 Resulting out of
such efforts, as well as previous efforts to patent DNA sequences generally, the major requirements for patenting ESTs have
developed from the set of legal rules found in the generally technology-neutral patent statute, 35 U.S.C. § 101 et seq., which
the PTO and the federal courts have used to produce specific standards and rules for DNA,80 as described below.
1. The Patentable Subject Matter Requirement: 35 U.S.C. § 101
The Patent Act of 1952, codified at 35 U.S.C. § 101 et seq., provides that: “Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful
process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent . .
. .”81 From this language, courts have devised the broad patentable subject matter requirement, which has been interpreted to
mean that “anything under the sun that is made by man” has the potential to be patentable subject matter.82 Items excluded
from patentable subject matter include “laws of nature, physical phenomena, and abstract ideas.”83 Since the seminal case of
Diamond v. Chakrabarty,84 federal courts have held that these exclusions do not encompass DNA molecules that have been
isolated and purified through human intervention into forms not found in nature.85 The terms “isolated” and “purified” have
been used interchangeably to mean the “substantial absence of other biological micromolecul[es].”86 An example of claims on
isolated and purified gene fragments is the 1998 grant to Incyte Pharmaceuticals, Inc. giving exclusionary rights over human
kinase homologues based on approximately twelve ESTs.87 *61 Whether in fragmentary or full-length form, the
distinguishing feature of a patentable DNA molecule is its unique structural formula, whose chemistry is distinct from the
corresponding DNA macromolecule found in nature.88 In other words, the proper subject matter for a DNA patent is not raw
DNA in its natural state, but rather is limited to DNA modified in some way by human hands.89
2. The Novelty Requirement: 35 U.S.C. § 102
Under 35 U.S.C. § 102, a claimed invention must not be anticipated by the prior art to be eligible for patentability.90 To
destroy a claimed invention’s novelty, it is not enough to cite prior art disclosing the invention in some form; the cited prior
art must contain an enabling disclosure, one that reveals how to make all of the features of the claimed invention in a single
reference.91 In the DNA context, the Federal Circuit held that isolating a DNA molecule without knowing the precise identity
of its sequence cannot be considered an adequate enabling description of the invention for § 102 anticipatory purposes.92 In
contrast, a reference that describes millions of DNA molecules, including their structural formulae, can be an anticipatory
reference for claims to any one of the listed molecules.93
3. The Nonobviousness Requirement: 35 U.S.C. § 103
Even if all elements of a claimed invention are not disclosed in a single § 102 invalidating reference, that § 102 reference can
serve as § 103 prior art in combination with other § 102 references.94 To be invalidating, the prior art must *62 make the
claimed invention “obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art.”95
For a DNA patent claim, the DNA molecule’s sequence structure is one of the elements that would be compared to the prior
art in a nonobviousness inquiry.96 If the sequencing structure of the DNA molecule is not disclosed in the prior art, then, in
most circumstances, the invention may be nonobvious.97 This may be so “even though general procedures leading to the
making and use of the molecule are well-known and described in the prior art.”98 For instance, in In re Deuel,99 the Federal
Circuit held that a prior art reference disclosing a protein’s amino acid sequence, by itself, did not render its corresponding
cDNA sequence obvious.100 Even combining the amino acid sequence reference with a reference detailing a method of
isolating the cDNA molecule was not enough to render the structural formulae of the cDNA molecule obvious.101 The claimed
cDNA molecules were not obvious because the corresponding proteins were large and complex such that “the redundancy of
the genetic code permit[ted] one to hypothesize an enormous number of DNA sequences coding for the protein.”102
In dictum, however, the In re Deuel court suggested that a claimed cDNA molecule might be rendered obvious without a
reference disclosing its nucleotide sequence “if there [was] prior art, e.g., a protein of sufficiently small size and simplicity,
so that lacking redundancy, each possible DNA would be obvious over the protein.”103 Subsequently, the Board of Patent
Appeals and Interferences has permitted patent examiners to issue a § 103 rejection to a small cDNA molecule without a
disclosure of its sequence when there existed prior art disclosing the amino acid sequence, a pair of oligonucleotide probes
against a claimed DNA *63 molecule, and a method of using the probes to isolate the DNA molecule.104 In a similar fashion,
a reference citing the DNA sequence of a claimed EST arguably is not necessary for a § 103 rejection if there is prior art
disclosing the amino acid sequence of the fragmentary protein domain that is partially encoded by the claimed EST

sequence.105
4. The Utility Requirement: 35 U.S.C. § 101
To be patentable, an invention must also be “useful.”106 The Supreme Court determined in Brenner v. Manson107 that the
“basic quid pro quo” of a patent grant is “the benefit derived by the public from an invention with substantial utility.”108 The
PTO’s Utility Examination Guidelines109 require at least one “specific, substantial, and credible” utility for a claimed DNA
molecule.110 A “specific” utility means that it is applicable “to the subject matter claimed,” rather than “to the broad class of
the invention.”111 For example, a specific utility for a claimed gene probe would be its specific DNA target.112 A “substantial”
utility means that the claimed invention has a “real world” use.113 For instance, using a DNA molecule to assay for a gene that
itself has no known use would not be considered a substantial utility.114 A “credible” utility means the disclosed facts in the
specification do not have a serious flaw or inconsistency to a person having ordinary skill in the art.115 For example, a credible
utility for a DNA molecule could be its use as a probe, a chromosome marker, a diagnostic marker, or a forensic marker.116
*64 Recently, In re Fisher specifically addressed, for the first time, the § 101 utility requirement for ESTs.117 This case dealt
with the patentability of five ESTs that “encod[ed] proteins and protein fragments in maize plants.”118 The claimed ESTs were
“randomly selected nucleic acid molecules isolated from pooled leaf tissue at the time of anthesis,” the flowering period in
plants.119 Applicant Fisher disclosed seven potential uses for the claimed ESTs:
(1) serving as a molecular marker for mapping the entire maize genome, which consists of ten chromosomes that collectively
encompass roughly 50,000 genes; (2) measuring the level of mRNA in a tissue sample via microarray technology to provide
information about gene expression; (3) providing a source for primers for use in the polymerase chain reaction (“PCR”)
process to enable rapid and inexpensive duplication of specific genes; (4) identifying the presence or absence of a
polymorphism; (5) isolating promoters via chromosome walking; (6) controlling protein expression; and (7) locating genetic
molecules of other plants and organisms.120 On appeal from a final rejection by a patent examiner, the Board of Patent
Appeals and Interferences (the Board) dismissed these uses as insubstantial because they were all “non-specific uses that
[were] applicable to nucleic acids in general and not particular or specific to the nucleic acids being claimed.”121 The Board
stated that “[s]omewhere between having no knowledge (the present circumstances) and having complete knowledge of the
gene and its role in the plant’s development and/or phenotype lies the line between ‘utility’ and ‘substantial utility.”’122
The Federal Circuit affirmed the Board’s decision, holding that such fragments as disclosed in Fisher’s application were not
patentable because the application failed to disclose a specific and substantial utility for the subject matter claimed.123 The
court held that the two stated uses on which Fisher focused his appeal--as research tools to identify polymorphisms or to
isolate promoters--were mere hypothetical possibilities unsupported by any evidence that the claimed ESTs had been, in fact,
useful for such purposes.124
Instead, the court required that “an application must show that [a claimed] invention is useful to the public as disclosed in its
current form, not that it may prove useful at some future date after further research.”125 Because Fisher admitted that the
function for the underlying genes with which the ESTs matched up were *65 unknown, the court found that “the claimed
ESTs act as no more than research intermediates.”126 The court thought that analogizing the claimed ESTs to a research tool
like the microscope was flawed because the ESTs are “unable to provide any information about the overall structure let alone
the function of the underlying gene.”127 The court noted that the seven asserted uses, as well as the evidence of commercial
success, did not distinguish the claimed ESTs from “any EST derived from any organism.”128 Thus, without knowledge of the
function of the genes to which the ESTs would match up, the claimed ESTs’ value as research tools did not reach the level of
“specific” and “substantial” utility required by the patent law.129
5. The Disclosure Requirements: 35 U.S.C. § 112
Finally, there are three § 112 requirements for an adequate disclosure of an invention in a patent: best mode, written
description, and enablement.130 First, the best mode requirement is satisfied when the inventor discloses what he subjectively
thinks is the best way of carrying out the invention.131 Second, the written description requirement is satisfied when “the
invention as claimed is adequately described to one skilled in the art.”132 For patents claiming a specific DNA molecule, the
written description requirement mandates a recitation of the DNA sequence in the specification.133 Third, the enablement
requirement necessitates that the patent application’s specification includes indications of how the invention is made and how
the invention can be used.134 There must be sufficient *66 information in the specification to enable one skilled in the art to
make and use the invention without engaging in undue experimentation.135 Although disclosure of at least one way of making

and using the invention that bears a reasonable correlation to the entire scope of the claims is typically sufficient to satisfy the
enablement requirement,136 more than a single representation or embodiment of an invention may be required to adequately
enable broad claims in unpredictable technologies such as biotechnology.137 For example, the Federal Circuit held that generic
DNA sequence claims for “every possible analog of a gene containing about 4,000 nucleotides, with a disclosure only of how
to make [the gene itself] and a very few analogs” that would encode any protein “‘sufficiently duplicative”’ of Erythropoietin
were overly broad and invalid for not fulfilling the how-to-make prong of the enablement requirement.138 As for the
how-to-use prong, the Federal Circuit held in In re Fisher that not describing a substantial utility as required by § 101 for a
claimed EST--that is, not describing the function of the gene to which the EST would match up--necessarily means that the
use prong of the § 112 enablement requirement has not been satisfied because “the enablement requirement of § 112
incorporates [as a matter of law] the utility requirement of § 101.”139
V. Proposed Solution to Further Restrict EST Patenting
Under the current framework laid out by the In re Fisher court, one could potentially receive a patent on a small gene
fragment, such as an EST, if the patentee has identified one corresponding protein and the protein’s function. However, when
researchers discover other uses for the DNA sequence (e.g., a claimed sequence matches up to the same gene with a different
protein product or matches up to different genes either with similar protein products or completely different protein
products), “they will not be able to patent those uses without conflict.”140 Because a DNA sequence, even a short one like an
EST, contains a vast amount of information, a holder of a broad product-patent may have exclusion rights over
later-discovered overlapping sequences and their products.141 This has *67 led many commentators to argue for ways “to
avoid the negative effect of composition of matter patents on DNA sequence[s,]” such as ESTs.142
For example, to limit the scope of the monopoly given to a patentee on a particular DNA sequence, commentators have
suggested that Congress take action to alter the patent laws for genetic information patents.143 One option would be for
Congress to define 35 U.S.C. § 101 “utility” for a genetic invention as “‘substantial and specific utility that is in currently
deliverable form.”’144 In addition to making the definition of utility stricter “to prevent patent owners from later claiming uses
not currently available or deliverable,” Congress could also further confine novel ESTs to use patent claims so that
infringement of an EST sequence claim would only occur with “uses of the EST that are the same or sufficiently similar,
under the doctrine of equivalents,” to the claimed use.145
Another option would be for Congress to prohibit the patenting of genetic material altogether. For example, a bill pending
before the U.S. House of Representatives, H.R. 977, states, “no patent may be obtained for a nucleotide sequence, or its
functions or correlations, or the naturally occurring products it specifies.”146 Moreover, in the place of using the patent system
to grant property rights to novel ESTs, “an EST compulsory licensing system could define the rights held by the owner of the
EST and the limited rights to which the EST licensee would be entitled.”147 Such a system, which conceivably would be a
single searchable database and run much like the compulsory licensing provision of the Copyright Act, “may provide a way
for tracking who owns a particular EST[,] and allowing a for-profit or not-for-profit researcher to pay a fee for use of the
EST.”148
While Congress could narrow the rights asserted over ESTs through implementing specialized statutes in this area, “a number
of factors caution against explicitly tailoring the patent system to the needs of particular industries,”149 *68 including legal150
and administrative/economic reasons.151 Moreover, Congress need not alter the patent statutes because they are flexible
enough that the PTO and the judiciary can take into account the science behind ESTs in devising an approach that, in effect,
would avoid the negative implications of broad EST patents.152 The U.S. patent system is well equipped to “tailor[] patent law
to the needs of specific technologies” through the application of existing patent standards in a case-by-case, fact-specific
manner.153 For example, while the utility requirement of 35 U.S.C. §§ 101 and 101/112 has lost much of its force in its
application to many technological fields, its application by the courts to chemistry and life science inventions, on the other
hand, has been robust.154 In the field of chemistry, for instance, the Supreme Court has required that a molecule or process
have “some concrete and terminal application before it can be patented.”155 The utility standard is applied even more robustly
to DNA molecules, particularly ESTs: the Utility Guidelines of the PTO require DNA fragment patents to have “‘specific,’
‘substantial,’ and ‘credible’ applications not found in examination of other technologies.”156 Furthermore, the Federal Circuit
in In re Fisher recently ratified the PTO’s position by restricting patenting of a DNA fragment, such as an EST, to *69
situations where at least one use of a corresponding protein is known.157 In doing so, the Federal Circuit acknowledged that
“DNA patents cannot be treated the same as [non-genetic] chemical composition patents since chemical compositions that do
not use genetic information are generally based on how the body reacts, whereas DNA patents are based on the code that

dictates how the body will function.”158
Importantly, as broad EST patents still can be issued even under the current application of the utility requirement, the PTO
and the federal courts should further tailor the patent standards to the specific qualities of ESTs that have yet to be addressed.
In a future case, the patent system should also acknowledge that the type of DNA sequences claimed in the In re Fisher case
are informational molecules with several potential matches to different genes with different protein products or to a single
gene that encodes multiple types of proteins.159 In doing so, the patent system should state that the major reason why
Fisher-type product claims to ESTs are invalid is that the scope of the broad product claims does not bear a reasonable
correlation to the scope of enablement provided by the specification. Further, even if a patent’s specification identifies an
underlying protein and its function for a claimed EST in satisfaction of the utility requirement, the patentee should be limited
to claiming only a specific known use or uses--that is, the DNA sequence coupled to its corresponding known protein or
proteins--that are adequately described and enabled in the specification. This result follows from a facts-specific application
of the 35 U.S.C. § 112 enablement-commensurate-in-scope-with-the-claims requirement to EST patent claims. The only type
of claim to a novel EST that could be enabled, properly disclosing its use without requiring “undue experimentation,” would
be a use-type patent claim.160 Conversely, the scope of enablement provided to one skilled in the art by a patent specification
describing an EST could not, practically speaking, be commensurate with the scope of protection sought by a broad
composition-of-matter claim to such a sequence.
Thus, the sections that follow show the rationale and framework for employing § 112 enablement to restrict EST patenting.
Part A provides an in-depth *70 analysis of the § 101 and § 112 use-disclosure requirements, particularly the
enablement-commensurate-in-scope-with-the-claims requirement. Part B presents reasons why further restricting EST
patenting using the enablement requirement of § 112 is desirable. Finally, Part C applies the § 112
enablement-commensurate-in-scope-with-the-claims requirement to small gene fragment patent claims similar to those
proposed in In re Fisher.
A. How-to-Use Disclosure Requirements
Descriptions of how to use a claimed invention can be found in various sections of the Patent Act. The written description
requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112 “states what is needed to fulfill the enablement criteria”--to “communicate that which is
needed to enable the skilled artisan to make and use the claimed invention.”161 Under the enablement requirement of 35
U.S.C. § 112, the inventor must set forth in the specification information sufficient to enable a person skilled in the relevant
art to use the claimed invention.162 And under the utility requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 101, “an asserted use must show that
[the] claimed invention has a significant and presently available benefit to the public.”163
1. How-to-Use in the Written Description Requirement
The main purpose of the written description requirement is for the applicant to “convey with reasonable clarity to those
skilled in the art that, as of the filing date sought, he or she was in possession of the invention.”164 As such, the written
description requirement is typically used by the Patent Office and the courts to determine who has priority of invention in an
interference proceeding165 or to *71 determine whether the claimed subject matter is adequately described in the specification
as of the filing date sought to avoid a prior art rejection.166 More generally, however, the purpose of this requirement can be
described as “to state what is needed to fulfill the enablement criteria.”167 Viewed this way, both the written description and
the enablement requirements of § 112 can be considered “intertwined”168 even though the written description requirement of §
112 is normally seen and treated as “separate from the enablement requirement of that provision.”169 For both requirements,
which are found in the same sentence of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112,170 an explanation of how to make and use the
invention is required.171
Even where these two requirements meet--at the point of requiring disclosure of how to make and use the claimed invention
as of the filing date sought-- there are distinct attributes of each requirement that have developed in the patent law.
Determining whether the written description requirement is met is a question of fact.172 In cases dealing with the written
description requirement, “[t]he primary consideration is factual and depends on the nature of the invention and the amount of
[detail] imparted to those skilled in the art by the disclosure.”173 Because the written description determination is a
fact-intensive inquiry, “[p]recisely how close the description must come to comply with § 112 must be left to case-by-case
development.”174 As a result, “the precedential value of cases in this area is extremely limited.”175

*72 2. How-to-Use in the Enablement Requirement
On the other hand, although there are underlying factual questions that must be answered in rendering an enablement
determination,176 the enablement requirement is ultimately a question of law.177 The PTO has the initial burden of proposing a
reasonable explanation for a conclusion of nonenablement, and the patent applicant can rebut the presumption of
nonenablement with convincing evidence that the specification is enabling.178 The requirement mandates that the specification
describe the invention, which is defined by the construed claims, in such detail as to enable one to make and use it without
“undue experimentation.”179 Determining whether any necessary experimentation is “undue”--as opposed to an acceptable
level of experimentation--requires application of a reasonableness standard through the weighing of several factual
considerations:
(1) the quantity of experimentation necessary, (2) the amount of direction or guidance presented, (3) the presence or absence
of working examples, (4) the nature of the invention, (5) the state of the prior art, (6) the relative skill of those in the art, (7)
the predictability or unpredictability of the art, and (8) the breadth of the claims.180 Not all of these factors--dubbed the Wands
factors181--need to be considered when making an enablement determination, as they “‘are illustrative, not mandatory. What is
relevant depends on the facts.”’182 Finding “any enabled use that would *73 reasonably correlate with the entire scope of [the]
claim is sufficient to preclude a rejection for nonenablement based on how to use.”183 Moreover, a specification typically need
only disclose one embodiment of using the claimed invention.184 However, in more unpredictable technologies, like
biotechnology “in which slight changes in amino acid or nucleotide sequences results in highly altered molecular function,”185
more than one embodiment of using the invention that bears a reasonable correlation to the entire scope of the claim may be
necessary to satisfy the enablement requirement.186 How far one has to go to enable one to use an invention depends on the
invention’s nature187 and the scope of the claims.188 The policy behind § 112 is to force patentees to fully disclose their
inventions and to prevent them from “engross[ing] a vast, unknown, and perhaps unknowable area.”189
For example, in Enzo Biochem, Inc. v. Calgene, Inc.,190 Enzo Biochem asserted that Calgene, Inc.’s FLAVR SAVR tomato,
which was genetically engineered using antisense technology to regulate the expression of an enzyme that facilitates the
ripening process of the tomato,191 infringed its exclusive rights to *74 genetic antisense technology as delineated in U.S.
Patent Nos. 5,190,931 and 5,208,149.192 These patents, licensed to Enzo, specifically taught the application of antisense
technology to regulating the expression of two proteins in E. coli: lipoprotein and outer membrane protein C.193 Despite the
limited disclosure of these patents, the claims were written in such a way as to encompass the general application of antisense
technology “in a broad range of organisms,” including plants, through general product claims to DNA constructs.194 However,
the Federal Circuit affirmed the decision of the district court and held that broad claims to genetic antisense technology,
employed in both prokaryote and eukaryote cells to control gene expression, were invalid as not enabled “because undue
experimentation was necessary to practice [it] in cells other than E. coli.”195
The Federal Circuit applied several of the Wands factors in reaching its decision.196 With regard to breadth of the claims, the
Federal Circuit held that the district court did not err in finding that “‘these patents attempt to include the entire universe of
cells for the antisense system detailed.”’197 Quoting from a cell-biology textbook, the Federal Circuit next concluded that the
district court did not err in finding that antisense technology is a highly unpredictable technology.198 In response to a
challenge to the finding regarding the quantity of experimentation necessary to practice antisense, the Federal Circuit held
that the district court was correct in saying that the amount required was quite high because of evidence showing failed
attempts to practice the invention in eukaryotes, which were performed “by those of the appropriate level of skill following
the methodology disclosed in the specifications” of the patents.199 The Federal Circuit also agreed with the district court that
the specifications of the patents in question provided too few working examples and little guidance on how to control gene
expression using antisense technology in cells other than E. coli.200 Thus, the Federal Circuit *75 concluded that “the breadth
of enablement in the patent specifications [were] not commensurate in scope with the claims, as the quantity of
experimentation required to practice antisense in cells other than E. coli at the filing date would have been undue.”201 For this
reason, the broad claims to genetic antisense technology, including the product DNA construct claims, were invalidated.202
3. How-to-Use in the Utility Requirement
Although questions of 35 U.S.C. § 112 enablement and 35 U.S.C. § 101 utility can be closely related in that “fail[ing] to meet
the utility requirement because the invention is inoperative [means] they also fail to meet the enablement requirement
because a person skilled in the art cannot practice the invention,”203 §§ 101 and 112 are also distinct concepts.204 Whereas the
enablement requirement mandates that the specification contain indications of how to use the invention and how the use can
be effected, the utility requirement merely mandates that the specification contain one specific, substantial, and credible use

for the invention.205 Whereas § 112 requires a patent applicant to distinctly claim the subject matter of the invention and to
enable one to use the invention as claimed,206 § 101 does not require the disclosed utility to comport with the scope of the
claims.207 Furthermore, in the instance where a specific, substantial, and credible use is provided in the specification “but the
skilled artisan will not know how to effect that use,” 35 U.S.C. § 101 has been satisfied but § 112 has not been satisfied.208
*76 B. Reasons for Further Restricting Gene Fragment Patenting Using § 112
Using the enablement-commensurate-in-scope-with-the-claims requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112 to restrict
composition-of-matter patent claims on ESTs to a specific known use or uses for the fragments claimed is ideal for several
reasons. From a policy standpoint, broad product patent claims on ESTs are undesirable because they can be used “to block
off large areas of research, while simultaneously permitting applicants to obtain protection for the use of the ESTs as research
tools” to discover and claim ownership rights over new parts of the genome where the gene fragments may bind.209 Moreover,
commercial products, such as a therapeutic protein or a genetic diagnostic test that incorporate multiple ESTs may be costly
or even unfeasible to develop and market if the patents on such fragments were each held by different owners.210 On the other
hand, making it harder to obtain an EST patent may indirectly facilitate more innovation in the biomedical field.211
As Judge Rader admitted in his dissenting opinion in In re Fisher, the Patent Office “needs some tool to reject [EST]
inventions that may advance the ‘useful arts’ but not sufficiently to warrant the valuable exclusive right of a patent.”212
Current law only employs the utility requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 101 to forbid EST product claims in the situation where the
function of the underlying protein-encoding gene is not understood.213 Generally, however, “a patentee who identifies a single
use for an invention obtains rights over all uses, including ones unknown at the time of patenting.”214 While the In re Fisher
decision has addressed the situation in which an EST has no established link to a specific protein, it is still an open question
whether a “second generation” or “third generation” EST--one *77 where its corresponding protein is understood at some
level-- could be rejected for failing to satisfy utility or disclosure requirements.215
Instead of seizing upon the utility requirement or the written description requirement to reject claims on such molecules, the
PTO and the federal courts should employ the enablement requirement to reject ESTs such as those in the In re Fisher case or
their second or third generation forms. The utility requirement “lacks any standard for assessing the state of the prior art and
the contributions of the claimed advance,”216 and the precedential value of cases that employ the written description
requirement to curb a type of patent claim is “extremely limited.”217 In contrast, the enablement requirement, as a question of
law with factual undercurrents, employs several different factors--including the quantity of experimentation, the state of the
prior art, and the breadth of the claims--in its analysis and can be used to shape strikingly the law governing EST patents for
future PTO office actions and federal court orders.
With a more rigorous application of the enablement requirement to EST patents in place, the patentee of an EST would be
limited to claims of only a specific known use or uses that are described and enabled in the specification. In other words, the
scope of the patent claim on an EST must be commensurate with the disclosure on how the EST matches up to known genes,
corresponding proteins, and their functions. Such an application of the enablement requirement to the sort of ESTs claimed in
the In re Fisher case is described in more detail below.
C. Application of the Enablement Requirement to ESTs
The ESTs in In re Fisher were claimed as follows: “A substantially purified nucleic acid molecule that encodes a maize
protein or fragment thereof comprising a nucleic acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NO: 1 through
SEQ ID NO: 5.”218 The preamble to a claim--e.g., “[a] substantially purified nucleic acid molecule that encodes a maize
protein or fragment *78 thereof”219--generally does not function as a limitation on the claim.220 The exception to this rule is
that preamble terminology that is repeated in the body of the claim--the language following the word “comprising”--is
usually limiting.221 Here, a court likely would import the language “substantially purified” to modify the body language
“nucleic acid.” However, the rest of the preamble language would not be imported as a limitation on the claim because the
body otherwise stands as a structurally complete invention. Thus, this claim likely would be construed broadly to include any
use of the substantially purified nucleic acids having the sequences disclosed and would not be limited to nucleic acids
encoding maize proteins or fragments thereof.
Such a broad patent claim would have allowed Fisher to assert exclusionary rights over the numerous ways that the claimed

ESTs could be used.222 For example, each claimed EST might match up to an exon or combination of exons of a single gene
that ultimately is alternatively spliced into several mRNAs that can be translated into several different protein products. Also,
each claimed EST may match up to several different genes with either similar end products (e.g., paralogous genes) or
completely different protein products as such genes may all have similar exonic regions at either their 3’ or 5’ ends.
Furthermore, not only can each EST be used to find genes in the species from which the EST was derived, but each fragment
may also bind to genes found in different species or even man-made genes unknown to the natural world.223 In all of these
cases, having such a broad patent claim on an EST would have given Fisher the right to exclude others from making or using
all fully sequenced genes to which the EST matches up as well as the corresponding proteins or fragments thereof.
The question then becomes this: did Fisher enable a person skilled in the relevant art to use the claimed invention without
“undue experimentation” ? Applying the Wands factors, one should say no. First, with regard to the breadth of the claims,
Fisher’s claimed invention includes ‘inter alia, genes, full open reading frames, fusion constructs, and cDNAs’ . . . as well as
plasmids, naturally-occurring genes, spliced genes, genes with modifications not affecting the encoded protein, fragments of
*79 chromosomes, full chromosomes, collections of chromosomes, genetic regions, etc., comprising one of the EST
sequences.224
In short, Fisher’s claims are broad. Because biotechnology has been found to be a highly unpredictable technology “in which
slight changes in amino acid or nucleotide sequences results in highly altered molecular function,”225 the number of working
examples and the quantity of direction provided in the specification also should be quite broad. Yet, Fisher’s specification
merely describes what may be done with such ESTs--e.g., “as molecular tags to isolate genetic regions, isolate genes, map
genes, and determine gene function”226--but it does not describe the actual function of all of the protein-encoding genes with
which the claimed ESTs would match up. Without such examples, one skilled in the relevant art would have to engage in a
high amount of experimentation to determine the myriad of different uses for the claimed ESTs. Thus, the breadth of
enablement in Fisher’s specification is not commensurate in scope with his claims, as the quantity of experimentation
required to figure out the many different ways that the claimed ESTs can match up to different amino-acid-encoding gene
combinations, and ultimately the many different types of corresponding proteins with their many varying functions, would be
undue.
VI. Conclusion
The inherent nature of ESTs mandates that a patent application claiming such a DNA molecule be rigorously scrutinized such
that the use prong of the enablement requirement aligns with the scope of the claims. Merely enabling how to make the
EST--i.e., by disclosing the EST’s sequence--and disclosing one “substantial” utility--i.e., identifying one gene that matches
up to the EST--should not be enough to get a broad product patent claim on the gene fragment. Because there are a myriad of
uses for gene fragments, such as ESTs, all such uses should be disclosed in the specification to enable a broad
composition-of-matter claim on such a molecule. Doing so is practically impossible at this time. Thus, the EST patentee
should be limited to claiming specific uses described in the specification and specifically delineated in the patent claim itself.
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